I'll Meet You In Church Sunday Morning" - MANDO
William Smith Monroe

A: VERSE 1...

On Sunday, when the church bells start ringing in... They're ring-in' for you and for me...

A: Rhythm Mandolin...

Let's all kneel down at the...
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Altar_______... And___ pray that our___ souls might be free____... I'll

meet you in the churchSun-day mom-in'...

A: CHORUS...

A: Rhythm Mandolin...
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T 4-2 0 2-0 3-2 0 3-2 0 2-4
A
B

pray________
We'll pray to our_ Lord, up in___ Heaven______
To____

T 0 0 0 0 5 4 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 10 10 10 10
A 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
R R R R R R R R R R R R R R

pr__________
We'll pr_y to our_ Lord, up in___ Heaven______
To____

T 0 0 0 0 5 4 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 10 10 10 10
A 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
R R R R R R R R R R R R R R

guide us safe_ home on our___
way_______

A 5 5 5 5 0 0 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
R R R R R R R R R R R R R R

A: Bill's Mandolin Fill-In Lick...